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Fig. 6 N-I phase transition temperature as a function of stabiliser
concentration in symmetric and asymmetric shells. The dashed
horizontal line indicates the clearing point of pure 5CB. Symmetric PVA
stabilization (giving fully planar alignment) is indicated with squares,
symmetric SDS stabilization (normally giving homeotropic alignment)
with diamonds, and asymmetric PVA/SDS boundary conditions
(normally giving hybrid alignment) with triangles. In the latter case the
internal phase always contains 1 wt.-% PVA, the x-axis referring to the
SDS concentration in the outer continuous phase. Initial behavior is
plotted with filled symbols, steady state behavior with empty symbols.
Red and green data sets correspond to the first and second transition,
respectively, seen in hybrid shells. The aqueous solvent was the WG
mixture for all data points except the two blue ones, which were
obtained with pure water as solvent for PVA.

side. Moreover, the shells in both samples were dramatically thinner than immediately after production, a result of the continuous
removal of 5CB from the shell via encapsulation inside SDS micelles. 28 As a consequence, these exceptionally thin shells experienced the ordering influence of two very closely spaced monolayers of radially aligned SDS molecules, resulting in the highest
clearing points seen in the study, cf. Fig. 6.
Coming to the behavior in symmetrically SDS-stabilized shells
immediately after production, a surprising observation was that
the lowest SDS concentration studied, cSDS = 0.0625 wt-% (about
2.2 mM), gave rise to hybrid liquid crystal alignment, cf. ESI
Fig. 4. Apparently, the interface coverage by SDS at this low
concentration is so far from complete, that the anchoring energies for planar and homeotropic 5CB alignment are very similar.
The slight increase in liquid crystal surface area on the shell outside is then sufficient to shift the balance in favor of planar alignment, while the shell inside has sufficient SDS coverage to be
homeotropic. Further experiments to corroborate this conclusion
are discussed in the ESI.
In connection to this change in alignment at low surfactant concentrations, it is illuminating that the lowest clearing points of
the whole study are observed at cSDS high enough to induce fully
homeotropic liquid crystal alignment, but not much higher than
CMC. With only 0.0625 wt-% SDS, yielding hybrid alignment, the

clearing point was about 0.2 K higher directly after shell production. We believe that this difference is due to the anisotropic
diffusion of a nematic phase: 29 water enters the liquid crystal
shell much faster when it is homeotropically aligned than when
one side is planar-aligned, where diffusion is slowed down as it
must take place perpendicular to the director field. The diffusion
into the shell is particularly fast when the SDS coverage of the
homeotropic interface is incomplete, as expected below or in the
vicinity of CMC. As more surfactant is added, the shell surfaces
are essentially saturated with SDS molecules, limiting the direct
access of water to the shell and thus explaining why the earlystage clearing point was found to increase for cSDS ≥1 wt.-%.
The slower diffusion of water through a planar-aligned liquid
crystal interface is seen also by comparing the early-stage clearing
points for planar-aligned shells with the corresponding final-state
data. The trend is the opposite of the SDS-stabilized shells, with
an initial clearing point that for shells suspended in PVA-loaded
WG solutions is 0.1-0.2 K higher than the final clearing point,
indicating that there was still a net inflow of water to the shells
after the experiments on freshly produced shells were carried out.
Also when pure water was used as PVA solvent the clearing point
decreased from the initial to the final stage, but the change over
time was smaller and already the initial TNI was much lower than
with the WG solution. The combination of glycerol and PVA thus
seems to play an important role in slowing down the diffusion of
water into the shells, possibly due to a weak gelation of adjacent
PVA chains that can be triggered by strong hydrogen bonding with
the three hydroxyl groups of each glycerol molecule.
As could be expected, the initial clearing points of the asymmetrically stabilized shells are largely intermediate between those of
shells stabilized by only PVA and those stabilized by SDS alone,
respectively, with the important addition, discussed above, that
here we always detect two clearing points. Both of these reach
their highest values when cSDS is so low that the shell is fully
planar-aligned, again confirming the importance of the liquid
crystal alignment for the speed of diffusion of water into the shell.
The dissolution of water into 5CB may appear surprising, since
thermotropic liquid crystals are often considered to be oil-like,
but the polar cyano group and the two aromatic rings actually
makes a 5CB molecule a much better hydrogen bonding partner
for water than regular alkanes. Also SDS enters the shell, as is
obvious from the long-term experiments on shells prepared with
initially asymmetric PVA/SDS boundary conditions. The change
over time from hybrid to fully homeotropic requires that SDS
passes through the shell, but the final concentration of SDS inside the liquid crystal (thus not counting the surface-adsorbed
monolayer) is probably very small.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the constituents of the
aqueous isotropic phases that surround liquid crystal shells can
drastically influence, not only the alignment, but also the temperature range of the nematic state, in non-trivial ways. Water enters the 5CB to a sufficient degree that the clearing point
is clearly depressed. When glycerol and SDS are present, these
components also enter, but the main part of the shift in TNI is
caused by water alone. While the steady state concentration of
SDS molecules within the shell is probably negligible, they can
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pass through the shell, turning an initially hybrid-aligned shell
fully homeotropic on the time scale of days. Moreover, in addition to inducing homeotropic order if the SDS concentration is
high enough to ensure sufficient surface coverage, the adsorbed
oriented monolayer of SDS also stabilises the nematic order locally. As a consequence, a two-step clearing transition with intermediate alignment change is observed in hybrid shells, with
surfactant-induced homeotropic orientation on one side and planar on the other. Planar alignment results due to the interaction
with the water and/or glycerol when the bounding aqueous phase
contains no or very low concentration of surfactant.
We thank Dr. Dirk Blunk and Dr. Christophe Blanc for helpful
discussions. Support from the Fonds National de la Recherche
Luxembourg, PhD Grant 6992111, is gratefully acknowledged.
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